PROCESS OF SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS EXPERIENCING ISSUES IN PRACTICE

Issue raised in practice

Discussion between practice assessor and student as soon as possible to determine reason for non-achievement. Agree action plan and set date for review.

Review

Issues resolved?

Yes

Sign off achieved outcomes, continue to monitor and support student

No

Practice Assessor or student to contact Practice Support Line and liaise with Academic in Practice regarding the issues

Tripartite meeting between AiP, practice assessor/supervisor and student if necessary. Agree action plan and set date for review. Raise awareness with Trust/Organisation

Tripartite review

Issues resolved?

Yes

Sign off achieved outcomes, continue to monitor and support student

No

Meeting between UWE programme leader, AiP, student and practice assessor/supervisor. Review in relation to UWE’s Professional Suitability Policy and Procedure

Decision made re progression of student on the programme

Inform employing Health Organisation and external examiner